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Updates for Directory Tiles
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Directory Tiles: Default

House tiles feature a site 
or content from Mozilla 
about the organization, our 
community, or products.

Featured Labels indicate 
that the site being featured is 
promoted content.

Directory Tiles show an 
image (often with a message) 
featuring a site or content 
from a Mozilla partner.
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Directory Tiles: On rollover

A gear icon is the only control 
visible on rollover.

Rollover effects are subtle, 
adding only a border and 
light, blue glow. The title also 
gets darker.
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Directory Tiles: Menu active

A dropdown menu is exposed 
on-click, and displays a simple 
message about featured sites.
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Directory Tiles: Menu active - “Pin to your board” hover
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Directory Tiles: Tile pinned to board

A pin icon indicates that the 
tile has been pinned in place 
on the user’s New Tab board.
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Directory Tiles: Pinned tile menu active - “Delete” hover

A dropdown menu for pinned tiles 
will show a new menu option to 
remove the pin.
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Directory Tiles: Pinned tile deleted, R1

After clicking “Delete,” the tile 
disappears and the remaining 
tiles slide to the left, revealing 
an empty tile. 

This space will later be 
populated by a History Tile 
once the user has sufficient 
browsing history.
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Directory Tiles: Pinned tile deleted, R2

Later on*, an empty tile will display 
a plus sign, and would allow the 
user to add a site to their board.

* Further exploration needed.
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Directory Tiles: Pinned tile menu active - “Find similar sites” hover
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Directory Tiles: Similar sites layover

“X” icons will close the layover 
and restore the user’s board. 
Alternatively, a user may also 
click anywhere outside of the 
primary container to dismiss 
the layover.

Percentages indicate how similar a suggested site is 
to the original source. 100% matches are reserved 
only for sites that feature a Mozilla partner (and 
match the requisite interest categories).

The layover title restates the 
name of the site since the tile 
is hidden beneath.
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Directory Tiles: Similar sites layover - recommended site rollover

Similar Site Tiles display 
either the partner’s logo or a 
screenshot of the homepage. 
There should be no 
alternative state on rollover.
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Directory Tiles: Recommended site loaded in a separate tab

New Tab remains loaded in 
the background.
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Directory Tiles: Today’s pick

“Today’s pick” reveals the interest category 
of the site being featured. The category 
name and background are blue to indicate 
that another interaction is available.
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Directory Tiles: Today’s pick - On hover, with a category selected

The “Trending Now on Firefox” menu is revealed when 
the user rolls over the category tag. The interests 
shown are those that are top ranking with other Firefox 
users in their location.
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Directory Tiles: New Directory Tile shown for selected category in “Today’s pick”

A new Directory Tile replaces 
the previous one after clicking 
a different interest category 
from the “Trending Now...” 
menu shown previously.
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Updates for History Tiles
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History Tiles: Default

History tiles without a 
sponsor display a thumbnail 
image of the last page a user 
visited on that site.

History tiles sponsored by 
a partner show a logo for 
immediate brand recognition.
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History Tiles: On rollover
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History Tiles: On rollover - R1

A dropdown menu is exposed 
on-click, and displays a simple 
message about partner sites.
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History Tiles: On rollover, R2

“About this site” is an 
additional menu item that can 
be offered in a subsequent 
update to Tiles.
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History Tiles: On rollover, R2 - “About this site” active
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History Tiles: “About this site” layover

Scrollbars appear whenever 
the history list is longer than 
the container area.

“Your History” displays every 
instance the user viewed a 
page on that site, include the 
time and full URL.

Disclaimer text & links disclose the partnership 
between Mozilla and the site’s owner. More links are 
provided for users who still have questions about 
New Tab or their privacy.

The layover header restates 
the site name and shows 
high-level stats about the 
user’s activity on that site.
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History Tiles: “About this site” layover - on scroll

The header fades away and 
slides beneath the layover 
title rule as the user scrolls.
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History Tiles: “About this site” layover - scroll snap

The table header snaps into 
place while the list below 
continues to scroll beneath.
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Updates for Related Tiles
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Related Tiles: Default

Featured Labels indicate 
that the site being featured is 
promoted content.

Related Tiles show an image 
(often with a message) 
featuring a site or content 
from a Mozilla partner.
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Related Tiles: On rollover
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Related Tiles: Menu active

A dropdown menu is exposed 
on-click, and displays a simple 
message about related sites.
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Related Tiles: On rollover - “Find similar sites” active
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Related Tiles: Similar sites layover
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Related Tiles: Similar sites layover - recommended site rollover
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Related Tiles: Recommended site loaded in a separate tab
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Related Tiles: Interest category label

“Because you’re interested in...” shows the 
relevant interest category from the user’s 
history in order to explain why they are 
being shown a particular Related site.
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Related Tiles: Interest category label rollover, R1

Category labels display information related to 
the user’s browsing activity in that category.
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Related Tiles: Interest category label rollover, R2

A CTA button could be introduced in a 
subsequent release that would launch a 
light version of the Interest Dashboard.
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Related Tiles: “Your Interest Activity” loaded in a separate tab



If you have any questions, please contact Aaron Thornburgh 

mailto:athornburgh%40mozilla.com?subject=I%20need%20engineering%20help%20on%20Enhanced%20Tiles%21

